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Who are we? 
 Federation of “farmers that the 

industry forgot” 

 Often small scale (we might farm ½ 
acre or 5 acres or 20 or more—often 
less than ¼ section/160 acres; 
sometimes nearer a thousand!) 

 Diversity of concerns including 
health, lifestyle, environmental 
friendliness, holistic approach 

 Mostly “part-timers”—need another 
income to survive 1 

 
Why another publication? 

 We need regional communications.  
Most of the good things are from 
prairie sources, the Lower Mainland 
of B.C.  (that’s like another country 
compared to the Bulkley Valley). 

 There are many local farmers and 
gardeners who have knowledge that 
is “hidden” because of busy-ness, or 
disenfranchisement from any 
established organisation, intentional 
or not. 

 

What can we offer? 
 Stories (see the attached story 

about the Dieleman farm).  

 Photos that either celebrate farming 
life or instruct each other. 

 Resources that one or another of us 
have found useful.  Perhaps mini-
book or magazine reviews or just the 
title and author. 

                                                           
1
 Almost all the one-income farmers in our area are dairy 

farmers; most beef ranchers have another income—
trucking, logging, machine-operating, office-work, etc.   

 Wisdom from more recent 
immigrants to our region.   

 Knowledge that we are not alone. 

   
Method of distribution: 

 Should this be a website, a blog, a 
group electronic newsletter?  Maybe 
a few printed copies could be left at 
the library in Smithers for those who 
either don’t have or spurn the 
computer.    Still up in the air.   

 

A new project? 
 Judging by the response to the 

barley workshop held last week, 
maybe we could do small-scale 
wheat trials in our gardens and 
fields and share the results.

 
 Ethiopian blue wheat grown in garden, 2010 

 Call the number below if you are 
interested in planting some varieties 
of wheat in a field or your garden for 
a trial.  

(If you don’t want to receive a newsletter like this, 
you could mark it as Spam, I suppose, or simply call 
Curt Gesch (250-846-9511) and we’ll delete you from 
the mailing list.   
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Bale Grazing and the Million-

Dollar Field 
 

THE SCENE:  Tim Horton’s™ in Smithers, 

B.C. 

 

First coffee drinker:  “Did you see that hay 

crop just below Hungry Hill, right next to 

the highway?  I’ve never seen such a big 

crop around here.  Those bales rolled out 

every few feet!” 

 

Second coffee drinker:  “And it is so 

consistent.   Every bale is about the same 

distance from the next.  I wonder if that 

farmer used a special fertilizer, or what?” 

 

***** 

 

Hearing about this conversation, René 

Dieleman chuckled and mused:  “Maybe 

they’d like to buy that field for a million 

dollars or so.”   

 
René Dieleman at gate to field 

 

 

The coffee drinkers had, of course, been 

viewing the Thompson Creek Ranch’s third-

year trial of bale grazing.  One website 

describes the practice this way:  “Bale 

grazing on fields is a method of providing 

feed to beef cattle during the winter 

months.  With this system, livestock are 

allowed access to bales previously placed on 

a field or wintering site.  When properly 

managed, it does not compromise the health, 

comfort or performance of the livestock.”  

Here’s how another bale-grazing publication 

describes the process:  “Bale grazing 

involves setting a large number of feed bales 

out in the fall and regulating the cows’ feed 

intake using electric fencing. Producers 

move cows to a new set of bales in two-to-

five-day rotations. To ensure all cows have 

equal access to the feed, a minimum of two 

days of feed per move is needed. The longer 

the rotation cycle, the more feed is lost as a 

feed source on the field.”   

 

***** 

 

Last summer the Dielemans placed round 

bales on a site that needed renovation.   

Instead of bringing them to a barn or yard 

for storage, the loaders and drivers placed 

them equidistant on a hay field that needed 

restoration.  An Alberta rancher figures the 

restorative power of bale-grazing in terms of 

fertilization:  “When you feed in a confined 

area and haul manure to spread on a pasture 

or hayfield, you recover 1% of the original 

nitrogen content of those bales. . . . When 

you bale graze on fields at the proper rate – 

at a stocking density where you enhance 

vegetation – you recover 34% of the original 

nitrogen in the bale. We have photos of old 

seeded pastures that now look brand new, 

because we’ve imported these nutrients.”  

René Dieleman has noticed similar results:  

After perhaps only a quick “clipping”—

running the cows through a field in late May 

—he allows the field to set seed by autumn.   

That seed, contained in the cover crop under 

the grazing bales, tends to re-establish 

desirable forage species and fertilizer them, 

all by cow power (or “four-by-four 

rumination-digested mobile humus 

sources”).   
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Bigger fields, fewer clumps of brush and the 

farm’s location mean that wind has seemed 

to pick up during the past number of years.  

Plus, the microclimate involves swirling 

winds and a low amount of precipitation 

compared to Smithers or Telkwa.  This was 

easily visible from the kitchen table where 

René and Joyce Dieleman were having 

coffee with regional agriculturalist John 

Stevenson, and Curt Gesch on a recent 

Saturday.  A few fields were almost bare  

while other farmers enjoyed heavier snow 

cover.  

 
For the Dielemans (Thompson Creek 

Ranch) this means that preserving moisture 

is a high priority on their home farm fields.  

Giving an older hayfield a liberal coating of 

humus (organic matter) through manure, 

urine, and bedding helps create a spongy 

texture, holding whatever precious rain or 

snow water is available.   Fields are never 

harrowed in the spring because the 

Dielemans follow a Steve Kenyon “Golden 

Rule” of respecting the ability of soil life to 

turn surface trash into valuable humus.  

Disturbing the worms, fungal and microbial 

life is counter-productive.   

 

It is not wise, however, to bale-graze the 

same field on successive years, because the 

amount of old hay build-up and the resultant 

slow bounce-back of bale-grazed fields may 

allow for dead patches to develop or weeds 

to invade.  On the other hand, in a year with 

adequate precipitation, it may be possible to 

“save” part of a field that was bale-grazed 

for hay production or a cell grazing rotation 

later in the summer when there are strong, 

healthy plants pushing through the eye of 

the bale ring.  

 
Respecting the wire  

Bale grazing is not an isolated technique for 

the Dielemans.  They have studied with 

innovative grass-based operator, Steve 

Kenyon of Alberta.  Subsequently, they 

began more rotational grazing on their home 

farm.  The farm fields are surrounded by 

four-strand barbed wire fences.  Then these 

fields are divided into “cells,” with semi-

permanent fences—wood posts with high-

tensile single wire attached.  Each cell is 

subdivided into a number of paddocks with 

push-in posts and tape-on-a-roll for easy 

handling.  Once the cows have experienced 

contact with the wire, they generally 

remember it for quite a while.  René offered 

to let us hold the wire to test its memory-

holding effects, but we declined.  
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The Dielemans’ 270 cows rotate through a 

paddock or cell—depending on time of year, 

heaviness of crop, etc.,--every three or four 

days, leaving fertilizer behind.  They are 

moved often to prevent them “scalping” a 

field which depletes the forage plants’ 

energy reserves resulting in a poorer stand 

and the possibility of weed infestations.   

For the Dielemans, rotational/cell grazing 

has resulted in as much as 2 ½ more  animal 

units per acre per year! 

 

 

Water is a key element in both the rotational 

grazing and bale grazing.  The Dielemans 

brought in electric power and a pump at 

considerable cost in one field because the 

alternative was cows bogging down in muck 

and soiling their own water supply and the 

water in a beaver pond.   At another 

location, they fenced off the creek and 

restricted the watering location to one 

gravelled access point.  René does not agree 

with those who simply say, “Let the cows 

lick snow,” in the winter.  He is still 

working on ways to provide water and semi-

permanent fencing in the right locations in 

several fields to minimize impact on riparian 

areas.  

***** 

 

Bale grazing, say the Dielemans, saves them 

considerably on time and money.  Moving 

the bales to one field takes a lot of time, and 

so does fencing, but part of that would be 

required anyway, e.g., if they kept cattle in a 

feedlot and forage in a barn or stack.  The 

savings in tractor fuel and time used in 

winter feeding is drastically reduced.  

Besides checking the cows regularly, all that 

is necessary is moving two wires every four 

days or so (the Dielemans always use a 

“backup fence” a few rows in front of the 

cows’ feeding areas and then can simply 

“leapfrog” the wires using the temporary 

fencing reels.  Here’s what another Alberta 

rancher found about bale grazing on his 

rather large operation:  “We thought we 

were efficient, but BSE forced to either get 

more efficient or get out. . . .  With 

equipment and fuel costs growing, we found 

that bringing in hay, stacking it and then 

hauling it out during winter, plus starting the 

tractor every day, was costing us about 

$10/bale.” The Dielemans recite the same 

words plus the added no-cost benefit of 

rejuvenating the field.   

 

 

***** 
 

 
Strings removed ahead of time 

Allowing animals to do the work they are 

naturally equipped to do and smart use of 

technology have brought savings of time and 

money for the Dieleman family of Hungry 

Hill, B.C.  Besides these advantages, the 

rotational grazing and winter bale-grazing 

have given a sense of satisfaction that beef 

production can be more closely tied to the 

very way that nature seems designed to 

work.   
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This report prepared co-operatively by John Stevenson, Joyce Dieleman and René Dieleman, and Curt Gesch.  

Photo credits:  John Stevenson, district agriculturalist. 

 

Here are some recommended sources from which we quoted and received additional 

information.   
three years after bale grazing 
umanitoba.ca/faculties/afs/agronomists.../Rejean_Picard_bale_grazing.pd...  
 

Two years after bale grazing 
umanitoba.ca/faculties/afs/agronomists_conf/media/Picard_poster.pdf  

 

Beefing up your bale grazing | Manitoba Co-operator 
www.manitobacooperator.ca/2008/12/04/beefing-up-your-bale-grazing/  
 

The Basics and Benefits of Bale Grazing 
digitalcollection.gov.mb.ca/awweb/pdfopener?smd=1&did=17179...  

 
A highly recommended collection of first-hand 

farmer/rancher stories can be found at 
www.agrireseau.qc.ca/.../documents/00105%20p. 

pdf     Portions have been used in this article with 

permission of “ARECA-Year Round Grazing 365 Days.” 

 
©Eskerhazy Publications, 2014.  This report may be 

reproduced with the permission of the publisher.   For 

permission please call 250-846-9511. 
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